Downregulation of helper T cells by an antigen-specific monoclonal Ts factor.
The findings of previous studies in this laboratory demonstrating that conjugates of human monoclonal (myeloma) IgG (HIgG) and monomethoxypolyethylene glycol (mPEG) were able to induce in mice antigen-specific tolerance and CD8+ suppressor T (Ts) cells were confirmed in the present study. An extract (TsF) of a nonhybridized clone of Ts cells (viz., clone 23.32), which had been derived from spleen cells of mice tolerized with HIgG(mPEG)26, was shown to possess antigen-specific suppressive activity. This monoclonal TsF was able to specifically suppress in vitro antibody formation only if it was present from the beginning of the culture. From the results of the cellular dissection of the system used it was concluded that (i) the TsF had no effect on fully differentiated primed B cells or plasma cells, and (ii) the TsF inactivated carrier-primed Th cells when the culture contained concomitantly naive CD8+ T cells, accessory cells, and antigen. These data support the view that the monoclonal TsF exerted its downregulating effect on Th cells only if it could first interact with a CD8+ T cell, in the presence of accessory cells and antigen.